
Installation Instructions for

Wall MonoRail Single Feed
Electronic LED Transformer Canopy 700WMOP4R60E_-LED
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920WMOPCNLED

Install the Power Feed Canopy
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SURFACE TRANSFORMERS

GENERAL PRODUCT INFORMATION:

This product is ETL listed and suitable only for indoor dry

locations and approved for use at any height above the

finished floor.

This product is dimmable with a low-voltage electronic

dimmer.

Minimum volume of the electrical box must be 6 cubic

inches (98 cubic centimeter).

WARNING: Use only with low-voltage
LED heads and pendants!
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#8-32 SCREW

NOTE: Use the provided universal round crossbar when the

canopy holes do not line up with the electrical box holes.
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Disconnect power to the electrical box.

Connect the white transformer wire to the neutral

power line wire with a wire nut.

Connect the black transformer wire to the hot power

line wire with a wire nut.

Connect the transformer ground wire to a suitable

ground in accordance with local electrical codes.

Connect the canopy wires to the transformer output

wires with wire nuts.

Place the transformer, wires, and wire nut connections

inside the electrical box.

Mount power feed canopy to the electrical box with the

two #8-32 screws.
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SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS!
POWER FEED CONNECTOR

SET SCREW

MONORAIL

PLASTIC DISK

ROTATE

ALLEN
WRENCH

Rotate the plastic disk so the power connector slots

slide over the MonoRail.

Hold the power connectors in position and tighten the

set screws with the Allen wrench.
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Connect the MonoRail

The Wall MonoRail standoffs and the transformer

canopy should be in line so the MonoRail runs through

the center point of the plastic disk.

Connect the MonoRail to the standoffs (refer to the Wall

MonoRail standoff instructions).

MONORAIL

STANDOFF

POWER FEED
CONNECTOR
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PLASTIC DISK STANDOFF
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Important Safety Information

To reduce the risk of fire and burns, do not install this
lighting system where the uninsulated open bus bar
conductors can be shorted or contact any conductive
materials.

To reduce the risk of the system overheating and possibly
causing a fire, make sure all the connections are tight.

Do not install fixture assemblies closer than 6 inches to
curtains or similarly combustible materials.

Turn the electrical power off before modifying the lighting
system in any way.

The fixtures used with the system must be identified to be
used with the corresponding system.

Minimum volume of the electrical box must be 6 cubic
inches (98 cubic centimeter).

The system is "ETL" listed for USA and Canada only when all
the products used are supplied by Tech Lighting.

Load the circuit of the remote transformers to no more than
the maximum rated capacity as specified.

To reset the electronic surface transformer, turn the power
off then on (main power, breaker panel, or wall switch).


